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TO MEMBERS AND FRIENDS OF
THE NUMISMATIC LITERARY GUILD:

The booklet you hold in your hands is a labor of love —
and also the end product of uncounted hours of research,

writing and editing.

David T. Alexander, who served the Guild for eight

eventful years as executive director, has now performed
another outstanding service by researching and writing this

monumental history of our first 25 years. It will stand as a

brilliant retrospective and invaluable reference source long

after this milestone in the life of the NLG has passed into

distant memory.

Lee Martin, the man primarily responsible for the birth and

early growth of the Guild, has thankfully lived to see it attain

this major milestone — and graciously shared his memories (in

words and also pictures) of "the way it was."

It was my privilege and pleasure to coordinate this project

and edit the marvelous text. Likewise, it has been an honor and

a joy to serve the NLG since September 1990 as executive

director, and 1 eagerly await the chance to continue doing so.

This booklet will have a measure of permanence, and

therefore it provides a golden — or rather, a silver —
opportunity to thank a group of people whose work deserves

permanent recognition. Kay Lenker has been a pillar of strength

as our treasurer, a post she has filled with singular dedication

for the better part of a decade. David L. Ganz has breathed new
life into our newsletter through his tireless efforts as editor,

with indispensable aid from his able assistant editor, Barbara

Parrotto. And Scott A. Travers has done a remarkable job as

coordinator of our writers' competition for the last three years.

These people's hard work has made my job as executive much,

much easier.

All of us can take enormous pride in what the Guild has

achieved in the last quarter-century. And all of us can now look

forward with keen anticipation to the many new
accomplishments that surely lie ahead as NLG begins its second

25 years and goes for the gold!

Ed Reiter

Executive Director

July 1993
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IN THE BEGINNING ...

By Lee Martin

|_t all began when an innocent remark was answered with a

straightforward question. The remark was a casual one I had made: "lbs

odd that there is no group especially for numismatic writers." The
answer came from Ed McClung: "Why don't you start one?"

I liked the thought, but there was more to starting a club than

suddenly springing the idea on those whose hobby and business was
the world of coins.

My first step was an obvious one: checking with Jim Miller, my
employer and owner of COINage. He agreed that such an organization

might be logical and made several excellent suggestions. Added support

was then received from friends in the hobby, including Maurice Gould

(an enthusiastic supporter), Margo Russell of Coin World, Dick Yeoman
of the Red Book and Chet Krause of Coins Magazine and Numismatic

News.

The backing was solid, and from there it was just a matter of making

additional contacts, putting out publicity and devising a set of bylaws.

The names of many supporters come to mind, but I am certain if I tried

to list them I would leave out deserving people, so I will simply say an

impressive group stepped into the active category.

The first impromptu meeting included Maurice Gould, Gordon
Greene, Ed McClung, Dottie Dow and myself. A tape recording exists,

but with everyone talking at once it resembles chitchat — with the

accent on "chat." The group agreed that no membership numbers would

be used, as every member was of equal importance.

We also had a separate membership card for those who materially

assisted their writing mates. These "Associate" members were
enthusiastic and very helpful. Unfortunately, this membership was
discontinued during a reorganization.

Red plastic membership cards were given to the first 50 members,

who rated "Charter" status, and blue cards followed thereafter. (So

much for the idea that all members were of equal status!)

The Clemy Award was born when I saw a huge, very old

typewriter in an antique shop, purchased it and spray-painted the

monster in gold. The rules to win it were simple: dedication to the

hobby, writing ability and a sense of humor. The latter was included

because the winner had to transport this bulky award home and then

bring it to the next meeting. That required a very good sense of humor
— and also strong muscles.
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After one winner almost demolished the Clemy, we decided that it

should rest at the ANA headquarters. Thus, the requirement for humor
is now obsolete.

Twenty-five years have flashed by and many of our original

members have left us— but with wonderful memories.

Ray Byrne not only was executive director, but also served as a cast

member during Bashes. Who can forget the "operation" where I

dissected a coin collector's anatomy and accidentally banged Ray's head

when he awoke too soon.

Gordon Greene also starred in a memorable production. He was our

treasurer at the time, and we had him holding the letters "TM," which

stood for "Treasury Money." Then he reversed the letters to show our

treasury's balance: "MT"!

Clem Bailey, recipient of the first Clemy Award, inadvertently

named it.

Chuck O'Donnell took part in numerous humorous skits, as did

Walter Breen, who was unfailingly a good sport.

Virginia Culver, that gracious lady, not only was one of our

executive directors but also joined "The Girls" in their wonderful skits.

Although time has dimmed my memory, I will never forget the special

skits created by Margo Russell. They were not only wonderfully

performed but also featured memorable costumes.

Time does not permit me to fully list the many fun moments from

the Bashes or rewarding contacts with the executive directors, who were

always very cooperative — and, of course, the pleasure I derived from

member correspondence during the years I served as newsletter editor.

Abe Kosoff performed a service of special value through his analysis

which resulted in reformation of the Guild.

Our longest-serving executive director, David T. Alexander, was a

stalwart for many years.

The current group of NLG officers, led by Ed Reiter, is doing an

outstanding job and has helped the Guild advance to its present

international status. David Ganz, our super editor, helps keep the Guild

alive and typifies the idea, "If you want a job well done, ask a busy

man."

It is difficult to believe that the Guild is now a quarter-century old.

I regret not being able to attend this year's gala 25th-anniversary

Bash. That usual bugaboo — "circumstances beyond my control" —
make that impossible.

But those circumstances do not prevent me from wishing one and all

a wonderful NLG get-together!
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NUMISMATIC LITERARY GUILD:
A 25-YEAR HISTORY

By David T. Alexander

Twenty-five years in the life of a specialized organization is the

equivalent of a busy lifetime. Much has happened to the Numismatic
Literary Guild in its first 25 years, and a word about sources is in order.

An initial history of the Numismatic Literary Guild was compiled

for the gala 20th anniversary celebration of 1988. At that time, much
information was derived from the laboriously collected full set of our

NLG Newsletter.

The official journal of NLG is not only an obvious source for bare

historical facts but also an invaluable record of the dreams, goals and

aspirations of the founders, not all of which are remembered accurately

today.

Over the first two-and-a-half decades of the Guild's development,

many of the dreams had to be left by the side of evolution's rocky road,

but the early Newsletters offer remarkable insight into what the

founding members believed should have been their fledgling

organization's priorities.

Much valuable information was provided by founding or charter

members, including Lee Martin, Jim Miller, Leon Lindheim, Russ Rulau

and Courtney Coffing. An especially valued resource was longtime Coin

World Editor Margo Russell's files of early NLG correspondence and

news releases.

NLG was bom in a golden age of club activity in the United States.

In the mid-1960s, most existing organizations were enjoying

unprecedented success in both membership and programs. The
American Numismatic Association (ANA) opened its first permanent

home on the Rocky Mountains' eastern slopes at Colorado Springs. The

venerable American Numismatic Society, located in New York City

since 1858, was entering an era of growth and expansion. Everywhere,

state, regional and local clubs were flourishing, attracting new collectors

galvanized by the rapid disappearance of the nation's silver coinage, the

disappearance of silver certificates and the drying-up of collectible coins

in pocket change.

Rolls and bags were "hot" and triggered a major boom that inflated

numismatic periodicals with ads and stories, making and losing millions

of dollars for some experienced collectors and thousands of newer

arrivals on the numismatic scene: speculators and investors.

Following a notable trend, it seemed that specialized clubs were

popping up everywhere. Collectors of 18th- and 19th-century U.S.
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copper coinage rejoiced in the founding of Early American Coppers
(EAC). The Token and Medal Society (TAMS) was growing. And groups

were organizing to serve every interest from wooden money to

elongated coins, love tokens to rationing memorabilia.

In the 1960s, the bustling Southern California numismatic
community was the spawning ground for a number of successful

groups. Collectors of world coinage, long the orphans of American
numismatics, formed the Organization of International Numismatists

(OIN), many of whose members already belonged to the field's true

pioneer, the Society for International Numismatics (SIN), based in Santa

Monica since 1955.

Successful conventions focusing on world coins began in 1963 with

the organization of the Convention of International Numismatics —
COIN. The early COIN events took place at the Statler-Hilton in

downtown Los Angeles.

All of these California groups drew upon a relatively small

leadership pool. Whenever these leaders met, creative new ideas

naturally took center stage.

Near the middle of 1967, Southern California numismatists Lee

Martin, Ed McClung, Maurice M. Gould and Dottie Dow found
themselves wondering why no group had yet appeared to bring

together writers in the numismatic field. Lee Martin recalled the actual

birth as the moment he remarked to Ed McClung: "Did you know there

is no organization exclusively for numismatic writers?" The ever-

practical McClung replied: "Well, why don't you start one?"

Another contributing factor was the article that appeared at this

time under the byline of "Mr. Red Book," Richard S. Yeoman,
suggesting the need for a parent literary organization. The "founding

fouh" now took off with this idea.

For this group of take-charge leaders, only days separated thought

from action. Memory, surviving letters and press releases testify that

they wasted no time launching their brainchild by letter and telephone.

All were well positioned for the task. Martin was a veteran writer,

longtime radio personality and ad manager for Jim Miller's popular

newsstand monthly, COINage magazine. McClung was a well-known

club leader in the area with a well-developed interest in medal and

insignia making. Maurice M. Gould was the dean of coin columnists,

then important features in major metropolitan newspapers. Dottie Dow
was a familiar figure at coin conventions, later to be co-author with Lee

Martin of the first catalog of elongated coins, "Yesterday's Elongateds."

Martin noted later that "the first meeting of the 'Guild' was between

Maurice Gould, Gordon Greene, McClung and myself, and we tape-
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recorded our chatter. The tape sounds like a bunch of geese all honking

away at once, but on occasion some of the ideas we had are

understandable."

At least as early as January 1968, the group had selected the name
Numismatic Literary Guild and already had a letterhead, as the earliest

letter of Lee Martin to Coin World Editor Margo Russell attests. This

letter was mailed to editors of leading publications with what Martin

called "a rather rough notice" stating NLG goals.

Underscoring the pivotal role played by Southern California, the

first public appearance of the infant NLG took place at the February

1968 Numismatic Association of Southern California show. The pioneer

four buttonholed editors and writers, distributing NLG application

forms for the hoped-for use of publication staffers.

Propelling their "action now" approach was the upcoming 1968 San

Diego American Numismatic Association convention. Martin and his

colleagues were positioning NLG for a glorious liftoff at a national event

that would bring most prospective members squarely into their sights.

Martin's "rough notice" was headed "Numismatic Literary Guild ...

Why, When, Where, What and How." It set goals, established

parameters and blazed some new trails for numismatic organizations. A
number of exciting ideas were advanced, not all of which would see

fulfillment.

"Why" was supplied by this statement: "The formation of a

Numismatic Literary Guild is motivated by the needs of the numismatic

writer. The Guild's aims are to assist the writer by research facilities,

having a coin photo file available and to accord recognition for articles

and manuscripts worthy of acclaim."

An initial goal was a monthly newsletter, and it was reported that

"an existing coin photo library has been donated ... reams of coin data

are currently being filed ... members may use such facilities

immediately." A complete numismatic library was another target.

Recognition and awards were among the very first objectives of the

new organization, and the statement of purpose declared that "a special

board of recognition" would be created to choose award-winning

writing and writers.

Not all would be welcome in NLG. A highly exclusive membership

policy was signaled by the bald statement:

"Membership ... is by invitation only. Members may invite

one member per year. Original membership shall be formed

from selected individuals by a membership committee. No
membership dues are involved. All ... memberships are lifetime
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and will be non-numerical. Metal cards suitably engraved will

be issued members upon committee acceptance."

Associate membership was provided for non-writer family

members, thus assuring their support but limiting their participation.

Such an elitist concept was not unique to NLG in the 1960s. SIN had

tried a similar approach, but neither group would find it workable.

Inevitably, this exclusivity antagonized powerful voices in the larger

community who believed themselves at least as well qualified as others

already belonging.

The insistence on non-numerical membership may seem odd in

1993. However, it was a bold departure for 1968, when the "numbers

game" was played with often divisive effect among status-seeking

members of many existing groups. NLG was seen perhaps as a kind of

writers' aristocracy, but its patent of nobility would not be possession of

an early membership number. As Lee Martin wrote in his January letter:

"Two very unusual directions are being taken in the very beginning. NO
DUES and NO NUMBERS will be involved. The logic behind the idea is

that every member is equally important, no matter when the application

was processed."

The announced "No Dues" policy proved utopian, but NLG
planned to sell autographed manuscripts by its members suitable for

inclusion in private libraries, while secondhand numismatic books and

periodicals would be donated and auctioned to raise operating capital.

On March 13, 1968, Martin told Russ Rulau, editor of World Coins

and Numismatic Scrapbook magazines published by Sidney Printing &
Publishing in Sidney, Ohio: "Basically, NLG will be very much like the

Society of Magazine Writers, except we hope to key it to numismatics.

The primary function will be to assist in as many ways as possible to

create better coin articles, stories, books, etc."

Martin's thinking on NLG recognition showed much insight into the

value of carefully chosen awards: "Recognition will be given to coin

data that has been carefully researched and written so that it is

understandable. Other criteria will be clarified [when] judges ... are

selected. The awards will be given once a year and be limited to major

coin periodicals."

Already active as members, Martin reported, were Dick and Barbara

Hyde, Clifford Mishler, Clement F. Bailey, Mort Goodman, Melvin Fuld,

Ray Manville, Matthew van der Voort, Arlie Slabaugh, Lee Hewitt, Jim

Miller, Cale Jarvis and others.

Martin reiterated: "We feel that too many clubs are already drawing

dues from our members so there are no dues involved. Because of this

all who join NLG will be life members and they will receive a permanent
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card (Metal) ... We hope to keep the original group small, with no more
than 100-150 in NLG."

Those eligible to join NLG were defined as "active numismatic
writers, museum curators and aides, editors and publishers." These are

still the basic categories 25 years later, but museum curators and the coin

museums themselves have virtually disappeared from the scene.

Although the ANS and Smithsonian Institution are as robust as ever, the

popular museums once maintained by such financial giants as Chase

Manhattan Bank and the National Bank of Detroit have gone the way of

the dinosaurs.

Dated May 1968, Volume 1, Number 1 of the NLG Numismatic
Newsletter consisted of four pages. Maurice M. Gould described his first

meeting with Lee Martin at the Tustin Coin Club. He also referred to an

earlier, informal discussion group of "several years ago," which met at

conventions but never was formally organized.

Remembered today with deep affection, Gould had relocated with

wife Jeanie to Southern California after a long numismatic career in the

Boston area, where he had been a successful coin dealer and writer. The

tragic death of the couple's teenage daughter Debbie led to their

California relocation, and they were now among the busiest leaders in

the Los Angeles-Orange County numismatic community.

The May newsletter brought nationwide publicity and drew the

attention of writers everywhere to NLG and its ANA Convention

meeting. In early recognition of the time limitations faced by good
writers, monthly issues yielded to bimonthly later in 1968. Lists of

members appeared from time to time, but the July 1968 newsletter

announced the closing of charter memberships and published a

definitive roster.

The first list contained 51 names, all charter members except for the

first two individuals receiving the status of regular members, columnists

Leon Lindheim and George Rony.

The breakdown of these members included as authors Vernon L.

Brown (also curator of the Chase Manhattan Money Museum),
Pittsburgh area numismatist Ray Byrne, Dottie Dow, paper money
cataloger and dealer Jack Friedberg, token specialists George and Melvin

Fuld, Canadian numismatist Jerome Remick and writers Paul Rynearson

and Wiley Westerfield. Gunter Kienast, cataloger of the medals of Karl

Goetz, was omitted in error.

Listed as editors and publishers were Whitman's Kenneth E.

Bressett; Courtney L. Coffing, executive editor of Numismatic Scrapbook

and World Coins; Lee Hewitt, founder and longtime publisher of

Numismatic Scrapbook; Richard and Barbara Hyde of Numismatic
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Digest; Cale Jarvis of Canada Coin, Stamp & Antique News; Jim Miller

of COINage, Clifford Mishler of Numismatic News, Coins Magazine
and Coin Collector & Shopper; and John S. Queen, ex-editor of Coin

Collector.

Also, Ed Rochette, editor of Numismatic News; Russ Rulau of

World Coins and Numismatic Scrapbook; Neil Shafer, associate editor

for Whitman Publications; E. Victor Snell of the Canadian Numismatic

Association Journal; Holland Wallace, another Whitman associate

editor; and Richard S. Yeoman, editor of Whitman's popular Red Book

and Blue Book of U.S. coins and Brown Book of modern world issues.

Shown as "free lance" were writer Carl Allenbaugh, error coin

pioneer Mort Goodman, Lincoln collector Gordon Z. Greene, Mexican

specialist Richard Long and NLG Executive Secretary Ed McClung.

Listed as author and Coin World staffer was Arnold Jeffcoat. Noted

token and medal cataloger Arlie Slabaugh was described as numismatic

director of Franklin Mint and ex-associate editor of Numismatic
Scrapbook.

Another category of writer that afterward dwindled grievously was
that of coin columnist. Listed in this category were Clem Bailey, Q.

David Bowers, James E. Charlton, Virginia Culver, Nathan Goldstein,

Maurice M. Gould, James Kelly (Coin World Trends), Leon Lindheim,

Joel Malter, Lee Martin, Ray Manville, George Rony and Matthew
van der Voort.

Curator members were Thomas Becker, assistant at the Detroit

Money Museum and author of the Pageant of World Commemorative
Coins; the learned Henry Grunthal, one of the curators of the American

Numismatic Society; Charles Hoskins of the Detroit Money Museum;
and Mendel Peterson and Vladimir and Elvira Clain-Stefanelli of the

Smithsonian Institution.

Associate members were Jayne Goodman, Jean Gould, Alice Martin,

Doris McClung, Faye Rochette, Darlene Rulau and Nicole Rynearson;

listed later, with apologies, was Miriam Bailey. This section closed with

the slightly challenging question: "Why not nominate YOUR associate?"

The San Diego ANA convention was well attended and boasted a

2,250-lot auction by Abe Kosoff's Numismatic Enterprises. The long-

awaited NLG meeting took place on Aug. 22 in the El Cortez Hotel's

Washington Room.

The results were reported at length in the August- September NLG
Newsletter. Taking the chair was Tom Becker; attending were 32 charter

members. Temporary bylaws were distributed and an acting Board of

Directors was seated, composed of Mort Goodman, Cale Jarvis, SIN founder

Jim Betton and trophy maker-Lincolniana specialist Gordon Z. Greene.
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Greene presented a desk card holder made by his firm, Galaxie

Creations, for display of NLG members' new plastic membership cards.

Soon, he would add etched metal membership cards, as well as the

distinctive typewriter (rolling platen and all) with enameled letters NLG
used as a lapel emblem.

Greene also provided the 90-pound gold-painted typewriter

unveiled (or "untoweled") by Lee Martin, the original "Clemy" Award.
This massive device reportedly was salvaged from an area landfill to

begin its second life as the NLG's flagship award.

Those "in the know" revealed years later that this award was first

conceived in a spirit of fun specifically for presentation to charter

member Clem Bailey. First presented with tongue in cheek, it was
accepted with such seriousness and evident pride that it joined the

roster of the NLG's most widely coveted writing awards on the spot.

The exact spelling of this award has been the source of much
amiable dispute. The late Clem Bailey is believed to have insisted on
"Clemmy." However, the spelling "Clemy" became standard — largely

because the engraved plaquette mounted on the original typewriter

award spells the name with a single "m."

Winner Bailey had to find ways to lug his massive award home to

Wisconsin. This logistical problem also was faced by succeeding Clemy
winners, until at length the ANA Museum became home to the original

award. The actual typewriter was replaced by a handsome zinc plate

rendering in a lucite block, made by the Graphic Arts Division of Amos
Press until the supply of this insignia was exhausted in 1983. At that

point, a new lucite cube design was made for NLG by a Miami, Florida,

award maker. This included the qualifications for Clemy winners on a

blue-lettered filament.

The list of Clemy winners has grown with the stature of the award. The

roll of honorees is as follows:

1968— Clem Bailey

1969— Edward C. Rochette

1970— Lee Martin

1971 — Margo Russell

1972— Virginia Culver

1973— Maurice M. Gould

1974 — Eva B. Adams
1975— Ray Byrne

1976— Chester L. Krause

1977— Richard S. Yeoman
1978 — Lee F. Hewitt

1979— Abe Kosoff
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1980— Glenn B. Smedley

1981 — Arlie Slabaugh

1982— Eric Newman
1983— Kenneth E. Bressett

1984— Donn Pearlman

1985— Walter Breen

1986— Ed Reiter

1987— David T. Alexander

1988 — Jim Miller

1989— Q. David Bowers

1990— David L. Ganz
1991 — Clifford Mishler

1992— Robert W. Julian

1993 — To be announced in Baltimore!

Seeking members 7

input by direct mail, a 10-part questionnaire

mailed with the newsletter sought views on membership qualifications

and admission procedures; showed the first chink in the "no-dues"

armor by requesting a once-only $10 emergency donation to finance the

start-up of NLG; sought election of a permanent board; and asked for an

opinion on continuing Lee Martin as editor.

Such humility has always been characteristic of Martin, but he was

doomed to remain at the editor's post, on and off again, until 1984. Few
NLG members can match this record for dedicated long-term service.

The questionnaire closed with a broad hint that calling the NLG's
chief executive officer "president" might not be desirable. A president

who was an employee of one of the major publishers might be open to

charges that the Guild was dominated by a single commercial
organization. Indeed, one early critic avoided initial NLG involvement,

loudly calling the whole venture a stalking horse for Behn-Miller,

publisher of COINage.

The point was taken, and the chief executive officer of NLG has

always been the executive director. The following members have served

NLG as executive directors to date:

Lee Martin— 1968-69

Maurice M. Gould — 1970-71

Ray Byrne— 1972-76

Gordon Z. Greene— 1976-77

Ray Byrne, acting— Jan.-Aug. 1977

Virginia Culver— 1977-81

Paul Whitnah— 1981-82

David T. Alexander— 1982-90

Ed Reiter— 1990-
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The first regularly elected board was seated in 1969. Succeeding NLG
boards have included the following:

1969-70

Tom Becker

Maurice M. Gould
Chester L. Krause

Edward C. Rochette

Richard S. Yeoman

1970-71

Ray Byrne

Chester L. Krause

Clifford Mishler

Richard S. Yeoman

1971-72

Ray Byrne

John McKay-Clements

Tom Haney
Abe Kosoff

Eric Newman

1972-73

Tom Haney
Lee Hewitt

Charles M. Hoskins

Leon Lindheim

Eric Newman

1973-74

Kenneth Bressett

Abe Kosoff

Q. David Bowers

Leon Lindheim

Russell Rulau

1974-75

Kenneth Bressett

Randolph Zander

Gordon Z. Greene

Q. David Bowers

1975-76

Kenneth Bressett

Ray Byrne

Maurice M. Gould*

Russell Rulau

Randolph Zander

1976-77

Yasha Beresiner

Kenneth Bressett

Ray Byrne

Gordon Z. Greene*

Russell Rulau

1977-78

Yasha Beresiner

Ray Byrne

Abe Kosoff

Russell Rulau

Richard S. Yeoman

1978-79

Kenneth Bressett

Abe Kosoff

Paul Whitnah

Richard S. Yeoman

1979-80

Kenneth Bressett

Oscar H. Dodson

Abe Kosoff

Paul Whitnah

1980-81

Kenneth Bressett

Oscar H. Dodson

Abe Kosoff

Paul Whitnah
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1981-82 1982-83

Kenneth Bressett Q. David Bowers
Q. David Bowers Virginia Culver

Virginia Culver Bill Fivaz

Bill Fivaz Donn Pearlman
Donn Pearlman Anthony Swiatek

1983-84 1984-85

Kenneth Bressett Kenneth Bressett

Bill Fivaz Bill Fivaz

Lee Martin Lee Martin

Donn Pearlman Donn Pearlman

Anthony Swiatek Anthony Swiatek

1985-87 (Directors elected

Tom DeLorey since 1985 have

Col. Bill Murray served staggered

Donn Pearlman one-year and two-

Ed Reiter year terms under

Anthony Swiatek new NLG bylaws)

1987-89 1989-90

Tom DeLorey Tom DeLorey

Col. Bill Murray David C. Harper

Donn Pearlman R.W. Julian

Ed Reiter Jim Miller

Anthony Swiatek Anthony Swiatek

1990-92 1992-93

David T. Alexander Q. David Bowers

Courtney Coffing Dave Harper

Dave Harper R.W. Julian

R.W. Julian Jim Miller

Jim Miller Margo Russell

(* indicates died during this term. On a few occasions, NLG executive

directors or editors have also served as selected members of the Board

of Directors.)

Other officers serving NLG have been editor of the newsletter and

treasurer. Treasurers since the beginning have been:

Gordon Z. Greene— 1968-76

Leon Lindheim— 1976-83

Chuck O'Donnell — 1983-86

Kay Edgerton Lenker— 1986-
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Editors serving the NLG Newsletter have been as follows:

Lee Martin — 1968-75

James G. Johnson— 1975

Lee Martin — 1975-81

Ed Reiter— 1981-82

Lee Martin— 1982-84

Russell Rulau — 1984-86

Trey Foerster— 1986-87

David T. Alexander— 1987-89

Robin Ellis — 1989-90

David L. Ganz— 1990-

A survey of back issues of the NLG Newsletter reveals many of the

happenings that have shaped the organization over the years. Even
limiting such a survey to the high points reveals the warmth and human
interest that have characterized the Guild throughout its first quarter-

century.

The definitive NLG bylaws were promulgated early in 1969. Much
effort was spent on defining and limiting membership. As suggested in

the formative months of 1967-68, each regular member was entitled to

bring in only one new member each year. All would be life members "as

long as they qualify."

This bylaw actually required the Board of Directors to act as a

review committee, continuously riding herd on existing members and

scrutinizing applicants for membership. Special forms had to be

provided to police each member's continued good standing. Needless to

say, this idea involved an inordinate amount of work for the Board and

proved impractical.

NLG board members would have one-year terms, and none could

serve more than three consecutive terms. Looking to the future, the

Guild offered to set up and operate a pressroom at ANA conventions.

By March, there were 61 members who had paid a $10 entry fee, or

$5 if associate members. First to qualify as a regular member under these

amended bylaws was error coin expert Arnold Margolis; among 1969's

other prominent new members were George Rony of COINage
magazine and John S. Queen, former editor of The Coin Collector in

Kewanee, Illinois.

Gordon Z. Greene released the new NLG members' badges in June.

These consisted of a nickel-plate disc bearing the miniature typewriter

of the lapel pin, carrying out the charter-regular distinction by using a

red ribbon and enamel letters NLG for charter members, blue for

regular members.
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Over the years, there has been endless debate over methods of

selecting recipients of NLG awards. In the first competition, winners

were actually elected by a ballot sent to all members.

There were only two categories for each of the publications listed in

the contest: Best Columnist and Best Writer. Although space limitations

preclude listing each year's complete slate of winners, this first year is

presented in full:

Coins

COINage

Coin World

Collector & Shopper

Numismatic News
The Numismatist

Numismatic Scrapbook

World Coins

Best Columnist

Virginia Culver

George Rony

James G. Johnson

Arlie Slabaugh

Clem Bailey

Melvin Fuld

Hank Spangenberger

Jerome Remick

Best Writer

Carl Allenbaugh

Maurice M. Gould

Abe Kosoff

Robert Poeschl

Clifford Mishler

Ernst Kraus

Courtney Coffing

R.C. Bell

The editor ruefully described members' ballot response as

"minimal" in his report on the balloting. Disputes arose at once over

proper categories, even at this early stage with only two categories to

provide fuel for argument: Abe Kosoff, "best writer" in Coin World, was
actually a columnist in the Sidney, Ohio, weekly.

A photo contest claimed much effort in these first competitions, with

Franklin Mint photos taking an early lead. Lack of qualified competitors

and judges and a maddening theft of some entries led to elimination of

this category in the late 1970s.

As 1969 ended, Coin World's feisty Collectors' Clearinghouse editor,

James G. Johnson, complained that he and "one well-known expert" had

been ignored in the inviting of charter members. Johnson added an

attack on the red and blue ribbons as incompatible with the anti-

discrimination "no membership numbers" policy.

The first NLG logo appearing on the newsletter and Guild
letterhead included a modern portable typewriter working a sheet of

paper bearing a giant Barber dime. Beginning with the April 1969 issue,

a steel engraving of a vintage Densmore typewriter made its

appearance. The origin of this ancient cut was revealed in October 1969

with a reprint of an ad from the November 1895 Saint Nicholas

Magazine for "the light-running DENSMORE, the World's Greatest

Typewriter."

The long-forgotten Densmore was a variation on the first Remington

typewriter of the 1870s whose keys struck upward under the platen,

making it necessary to tip over that roller to inspect one's typing.
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December brought another hint of financial reality: Foreseeable NLG
revenue was not adequate to meet expenses of the newsletter, much less

of the other Guild expenses. Early in 1970, the Guild's "financial woes
ended" with the beginning of paid newsletter advertising.

In March and April 1970, the first advertisers were Behn-Miller

Magazines, Krause Publications, The Franklin Mint, 99 Company
(PNCs), Presidential Art Medals, Whitman Publishing, Pan-Art Covers,

Coin & Currency Institute and a personal ad by charter member Ray
Byrne seeking countermarked coins for his famed collection.

The annual meeting at the 1970 St. Louis ANA introduced another

perennial problem: scheduling conflicts with the OTACS reception,

TAMS banquet and a major educational seminar. Tickets to the newly
instituted cocktail party were only $2.50. The Guild received 25 new
applicants, leading to anxiety about too many members and an

unwieldy organization.

In October, a correction was run to a Coin World story saying the

"Clemmy" had been given to the Guild member who traveled the

greatest distance to St. Louis. Not so, NLG objected: The award
recognized writing ability and sense of humor.

The roster of writer-columnist winners closely paralleled that of

1969, and included the first tie. The COINage Best Writer award was
split between Maurice M. Gould and Martin Goodman (a.k.a. Lee

Martin).

Lee Martin's famed gag gifts made their debut at this party, which

also saw Lee inveigled into helping drag the heavy Clemy to the

podium, only to be announced as its next recipient!

Executive Director Maurice M. Gould revealed new or "clarified"

NLG membership rules in January 1971. Regular membership was now
open to staffers of coin publications and the lay press, full-time

numismatic publishers and editors, feature writers contributing

numismatic stories on a regular basis, numismatic writers whose
material appeared four or more times a year and numismatic curators.

Associate membership was now open to authors of books and catalogs

who published at least three titles in the preceding five years. Honorary

members would be those receiving a unanimous vote by the board. New
members' entry fee was now $20; no annual dues would be charged, nor

would any members be taxed against their will.

Clem Bailey left full-time employment with Krause and was a free-

lance writer by March, while a new member named Walter Breen was

welcomed aboard with credits including editorship of Sybil Leek's

Astrology Journal.
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The Washington, D.C., ANA convention in 1971 was the site of

NLG's party on Aug. 13, with admission still $2.50 per person. New
members included Chicago medal expert Nathan Eglit, Admiral Oscar

H. Dodson and a young numismatist then studying at the Walsh School

for Foreign Service, David L. Ganz.

Balloting for the 1971 contest included three new publications and

winners. Canada Coin, Stamp & Antique News saw Cale jarvis named
Best Columnist; Error Trends had Arnold Margolis as Best Writer; and

Carl Allenbaugh received honors as Best Columnist in the NLG
Newsletter.

Post-ANA applicants included error coin specialist Alan Herbert of

Deadwood, South Dakota; Long Island numismatic investment dealer

and self-confessed father of coin telemarketing Stanley Apfelbaum; and

veteran professional numismatist and Coin World columnist Hans M.F.

Schulman. The first NLG honorary member ever elected was U.S. Mint

Engraver Frank Gasparro. Joining the next month were London's Yasha

Beresiner and fast-rising airline executive Paul Whitnah.

COINage columnist George Rony died early in 1972, and his

obituary described his escape from the Bolshevik Revolution in his

native Russia, subsequent film-making career in pre-Hitler Germany,
escape to the U.S. and subsequent numismatic exploits on this side of

the Atlantic.

Three new honorary members were voted in July: former U.S. Mint

Director Eva Adams (then emerging from her earlier "jail the coin

collectors to end the coin shortage" period); Jefferson nickel designer

Felix Schlag; and past U.S. Mint and then-Franklin Mint Chief Engraver

Gilroy Roberts.

Added to the award roster was Jim Miller as Best Feature Writer for

Behn-Miller's Coin Mart. The first Book of the Year Award went to

Krause Publications for the premiere edition of the Krause-Mishler

"Standard Catalog of World Coins," the massive volume soon dubbed

"the telephone book."

NLG's Book of the Year listing is a hall of fame of U.S. and world

numismatics. Not all NLG members can recall all later winners of this

award, but another Krause winner was the "Standard Catalog of

Mexican Coins, Medals and Paper Money" by Dr. George Vogt.

Later recipients, not necessarily in this order, included Q. David

Bowers' "Adventures With Rare Coins," "History of United States

Coinage as Illustrated by the Garrett Collection" and "United States

Gold Coins, an Illustrated History."

ARCO publishers of New York enjoyed an amazingly large

percentage of Book of the Year winners, beginning with Donald Hoppe's
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"How to Invest in Gold and Silver Coins" in 1974. In 1981, the

"Encyclopedia of U.S. Silver & Gold Commemorative Coins," a project

of many years penned by Anthony Swiatek with later input from Walter

Breen, took the honors.

Breen alone had already claimed the honor with his epic 1977

"Encyclopedia of United States and Colonial Proof Coins" and later

would repeat with his non-ARCO 1986 "Encyclopedia of United States

Half Cents."

Other ARCO winners were Donald H. Kagin's "Private Gold Coins

& Patterns of the United States" and the best-selling "Comprehensive

Catalogue and Encyclopedia of U.S. Morgan and Peace Dollars" by
Leroy C. Van Allen and George Mallis.

A more recent repeat winner was consumer advocate Scott A.

Travers, with his best-selling "Coin Collector's Survival Manual" and

"Rare Coin Investment Strategy." The only non-profit Book of the Year

was the Regina, Saskatchewan, Coin Club's remarkable "Aspects of the

Numismatics of North America."

The 1972 competition saw three new awards for writers in the lay

press. Best Coin Columnist in a newspaper of less than 100,000

circulation was Phil Walton of the Fort Lauderdale (Fla.) Tribune. Best

Columnist for newspapers with more than 100,000 was Cale Jarvis of the

Toronto Globe & Mail. Best Syndicated Columnist was Maurice M.
Gould of the Los Angeles Times Syndicate.

At the New Orleans ANA convention in 1972, a highlight was the

"NLG Happening," which attracted 175 attendees under Standing Room
Only conditions. Eva Adams installed the new board as guests including

Franklin Mint President Charles Andes and Coin World Publisher J.

Oliver Amos looked on.

Further refinement of membership now included only two
categories: regular and honorary. Eligible for the first were numismatic

and lay press staffers as well as numismatic writers elsewhere who
could demonstrate at least six appearances in print per year.

Looking forward to the Bicentennial in the last article he wrote was

Jefferson nickel designer Felix Schlag, who called for suitable

numismatic recognition of the nation's 200th birthday. New members
welcomed included Coin World ad manager Wayne Lawrence and

veteran world coin dealer Randolph Zander.

This busy year saw a special edition of the NLG Newsletter, devoted

principally to D. Larry Crumbley's "Tax Tips for Authors." Crumbley, a

Ph.D. and C.P.A., was (and is) a leading tax expert in the numismatic

and writing fields, and his article was widely acclaimed.
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Numismatic News editor Ed Reiter joined in March 1973, as did

editor Thomas Marshall of The Numismatist. Walter Breen contributed a

wry classic on his adventures surveying an incredible early American
copper coin collection for an oafish and inhospitable Los Angeles firm,

which he called the "Nameless Coin Company."

The first NLG Writers Forum was announced for the coming Boston

ANA. Former Bostonian Maurice M. Gould was moderator for what the

official convention program called a "Colloquium." This unfamiliar term

was blamed for the disappointing attendance, as the roster was a

glittering showcase of stars: Jim Miller, Margo Russell, Ken Bressett,

Russell Rulau and Fred Green (then of Today's Coins).

The annual NLG party was another blockbuster, honoring special

guest Teresa Cafarelli de Francisci, widow of Anthony de Francisci and
model for his Peace dollar design. Silver dollars taped under selected

seats caused an uproarious scramble when the coins' presence was
announced.

January 1974 saw the original "Clemy" retire at last to the new ANA
Museum in Colorado Springs. Honorary NLG member Schlag died

March 9, closing an important chapter in U.S. coinage history.

The Bal Harbour (Miami Beach, Horida) ANA of 1974 saw a gala

NLG party. Historical personages attending included "Ben Franklin"

(Ralph "Curley" Mitchell) and "Abraham Lincoln" (Abe's amazing look-

alike, Gordon Z. Greene). On stage for the first time was the "Bill Louth

Mucho Gusto Musical Group," later famous as "The Girls," including

Margo Russell, Virginia Culver, Polly Dodson, Eva Adams, P.M.

Williams, Betty Medlar and Mary Brooks. "The Girls" went on to give an

entire series of amazingly intricate costumed appearances keyed to the

history of such ANA sites as Boston, New York City, Atlanta and St.

Louis in years to come.

Joining NLG were Miami-based numismatic bibliographer Richard

Rosichan; former Miami resident David T. Alexander, then a Coin
World staff writer in Sidney, Ohio; paper money specialist Carlton

"Fred" Schwan; and New-Mismatist columnist Col. Bill Murray.

Early 1975 brought the resolution of a long-simmering controversy.

Bowing belatedly, if regretfully, to the obvious and inevitable, the NLG
Board announced the adoption of annual dues of $5 per member.
Executive Director Ray Byrne reported:

"Since the last session of the Board of Directors, by
unanimous assent, an annual payment of $5 is now imperative

by each member so that we can remain solvent and entertain

you via the annual party and to get the Newsletter out on a 6

times per annum basis."
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Lee Martin, editor of the newsletter since 1968, stepped down in

favor of newly retired Coin World Collectors' Clearinghouse editor

James G. Johnson. Jim generated just a single issue, March-April 1975,

before Lee Martin was propelled back into the editorial hot seat.

Joining the 1975 writer-columnist ballot were such publications as

Britain's Coin Monthly and Coin Hobby News and America's Bank Note

Reporter, Medal World, World Coin News and Today's Coins. Some of

these periodicals were ephemeral. Although it was not suspected by
editors David T. Alexander and Courtney Coffing, two well-established

stalwarts, Numismatic Scrapbook and World Coins, were in their last

full year of life.

Coffing led the symposium lineup of fellow editors in Los Angeles.

This forum was devoted to telling would-be numismatic writers how to

write good numismatic stories and instructing them in the delicate art of

getting their work accepted by the nation's coin periodicals.

The 1975 Los Angeles event, still billed as the "annual Reception,"

asked for a $10 donation but provided an ornate ticket with a door prize

stub and a mirror card both portraying the "Clemy" award. The party

was a success, despite the fire marshal's ongoing harassment of the

ANA, limiting seating to 100 plus limitless SRO unfortunates.

Lee Martin provided the Tahitian Dancers of Belmont, California,

but NLG itself provided an outrageous parody as Maury Gould, Col.

Grover Criswell and Krause's Colin Bruce II went on in grass skirts,

flower leis and a rather imposing display of adipositas abdomenis.

Numismatics and NLG suffered a major loss with Maury Gould's

death on Nov. 29, 1975. NLG's annual coin columnists' recognition was
promptly renamed the Maurice M. Gould Award. Noted sculptor Adlai

S. Hardin created a portrait medal of Maury, struck and donated for a

decade after by Medallic Art Company in memory of this beloved

numismatic writer.

Coin World Collectors' Clearinghouse writer Tom DeLorey joined

NLG in November. Scheduled for the 1976 New York ANA was a forum

including moderator Lee Martin and speakers David T. Alexander of

Coin World, David Gendry of Krause's ad staff and "Mr. Red Book,"

R.S. Yeoman of Whitman Publications.

Ireland's Shakespearean actor-numismatist Derek Young appeared

on the 1976 awards ballot with his magazine Irish Numismatics; Ted

Banning of Canadian Numismatic Journal was a second addition.

The biggest ANA convention in history was held in New York

City's Americana Hotel, attracting some 30,000 registrants. The New
York convention was the site for the record-breaking "NLG Soiree,"
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seating some 500 partygoers, some of whom could actually see the

performance.

A 1976 innovation allowed editors to pick their own staff winners in

writer and columnist fields. Book of the Year was the third edition of

Krause's "Standard Catalog of World Coins/' but plans were afoot for

two book awards in 1977. One would be in the area of general

numismatic literature, the other for a catalog.

NLG learned firsthand about catastrophic New York costs with

plentiful and expensive hors d'oeuvres. The Guild had a new treasurer,

coin columnist Leon Lindheim of Cleveland; outgoing money man
Gordon Z. Greene became executive director and board member as well.

Much interest centered on cast pewter medals distributed at the

party, made and donated by NLG founding member Ed McClung. For

many members, the medals became a permanent reminder of that

greatest of ANA Conventions in the "Big Apple."

January has not always been the best month for NLG. In January

1977, Executive Director Gordon Z. Greene died. Ray Byrne returned to

the Guild's top post, but it was announced that Virginia Culver would
become executive director in August. Joining NLG were Fred L. Reed III

of Coin World, plus Trey Foerster and the unforgettable Janice Masaros

of Krause Publications.

The 1977 Atlanta ANA saw Eric Newman serving as NLG Forum
moderator, with Continental Currency expert Joe Lasser and
professional numismatists Flarvey G. Stack and Q. David Bowers
presenting one of the most significant panels to date.

The Guild's Atlanta gathering was the first to be called the "NLG
Bash." Founder Ed McClung's Trademark Castings created additional

pewter medals for the Bash, one hailing Young Numismatists. The name
"NLG Bash" would be used at all future ANA conventions.

Appointments were in place by January for the 1978 Houston Bash.

Executive Director Culver designated Q. David Bowers as forum
moderator, Paul Whitnah to head the photo contest and Ray Byrne as

Chairman of Social Affairs.

May saw the appointment of Chicagoland radio personality Donn
Pearlman as Bash emcee. A recent NLG member, Pearlman had received

national publicity for his WBBM radio crusade against grading abuses in

mail-order coin selling.

A record for NLG sponsorship was set by Long Island medallic

scholar Emil Voigt, whose application was signed by David T.

Alexander, Tom DeLorey, Margo Russell, Wayne Lawrence, Courtney
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Coffing and Ed Neuce. Voigt was a recognized connoisseur of the

medallic art of Paul Vincze, the great Jewish-Hungarian-British sculptor.

Executive Director Culver announced forthrightly that of 200 NLG
members, 30 had dropped off the rolls because of the new $5 annual

dues. Continued membership growth offset this loss, while invigorated

finances enabled the Guild to expand its services despite continuing

inflation.

The 1978 contest introduced a far-reaching change: No ballot was
mailed to the membership, and judging of 12 publications was
performed by a committee of the Board. Frank and Laurese Katen

presented three nominees for Book of the Year. Chosen was Dr. George

Vogt's "Standard Catalog of Mexican Coins, Paper Money and Medals,"

a Krause title.

New Emcee Pearlman received plaudits for the success of his first

Bash, which featured Kamal Ahwash and his incredible, professionally

trained basso profundo voice; Scott Travers at the guitar; Mint Director

Mary Brooks with Cecil the rubber chicken; and "The Girls."

The Bash had to overcome complex scheduling conflicts, but had

plenty of elbow room for all. Forum moderator Bowers presented Margo
Russell, John J. Ford and Ken Bressett sharing their decades of

experience and insights in all phases of numismatics.

Abe Kosoff revealed the new NLG contest rules worked out early in

1979 by the board-appointed committee. He introduced a wholly new
system, and his basic classes and categories are still in use today. Kosoff

was to tackle the U.5. coin-grading controversy with equal aplomb; one

wonders which proved the greater challenge!

Awards were to be given in classes including Book of the Year and

several Best Specialized Books. Broken down into categories were
entries from magazines, numismatic and non-numismatic newspapers

(the Gould Awards), organization publications, auction catalogs and

commercial publications, as well as photography. Best All-Around

Portfolio and the "Clemy."

The first trophies under the new rules were distributed in the "hall of

pillars" of Stauffer's Inn at the St. Louis ANA Convention. Book of the

Year recognition went to Q. David Bowers' "Adventures With Rare

Coins," while Best Specialized Book was "Financial Management of Your

Coin/Stamp Estate" by D. Larry and Tony Crumbley. First recipient of

the new Best Auction Catalog Award was Bowers & Ruddy's 1978 ANA
Sale catalog, featuring the Robert E. Branigan Collection.

Accepting the 1979 "Clemy" was a visibly startled "Silver Fox of

Numismatics," Abe Kosoff. The St. Louis Forum under moderator John
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J. Ford presented Philadelphia dealer Harry Forman and New York's

Harvey Stack to an actively involved audience.

Some light comic relief was provided in St. Louis by the brief

appearance of a noisily publicized rival writers' organization called

NEWS — the Numismatic Editors and Writers Society. NEWS was
introduced via a highly complicated written prospectus. Little could be

made out of this document, even with the most careful re-reading. The
only concrete feature to emerge from the founder's polysyllabic prose

was a requirement that members write and donate a major story each

year for NEWS to sell for its own profit.

NEWS' founder was Wisconsin coin dealer Kurt R. Krueger, later

famed for his exciting color descriptions in the 1984 ANA auction

catalog. Krueger was closely associated with a major numismatic
publisher, leading many member prospects to believe that NEWS would

be an article-recruiting agency for this firm. Sinking without a trace, the

short-lived NEWS was no serious rival to NLG.

Among new NLG members of 1979 were Michigan University

Professor Bob Dornquast, one of the great humorists of NLG history;

young New York dealer Scott A. Travers; and Confederate currency and

finance specialist Douglas Ball, Ph.D. Also coming aboard were error

coin student Ronn Fern, syndicated columnist Gary Palmer, Philippine

Numismatic Society and Central Bank Money Museum leaders Benito

and Angelita Legarda and early U.S. coin authority Paul Munson.

An important new project was announced by Executive Director

Culver in January 1980. NLG would sponsor a course in "Numismatic

Writing and Research," to be taught by member Ed Rochette at the ANA
Summer Seminar at Colorado Springs.

During 1981, election of five directors was made necessary by a

mailing-printing snafu that deleted a number of eligible members from

the 1980 ballot. Later in the year, change would come for both the

executive director's and editor's chairs.

Another chapter of NLG history closed when veteran executive

director and man-of-all-work Ray Byrne died on June 6, 1981. Ray was

mourned by NLG, the ANA, Pittsburgh's Carnegie Institute and a host

of friends the world over.

Lee Martin made an elongated cent to use as the 1980 Cincinnati

Bash ticket. No fewer than 26 members served as judges under the

second year of the new award category system.

Q. David Bowers took Book of the Year with the massive hard-cover

"History of U.S. Coinage as Illustrated by the Garrett Collection," while

Ted Schwarz took Best Specialized Book with his "Beginner's Guide to
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Coin Collecting." Silver-plate bowls were used this year in place of the

customary plaques. The handsome bowls bore three-line texts: NLG-
1980/ Name of Recipient/ and Category.

Donn Pearlman was emcee once more, dodging a massive gorilla

(Chuck O'Donnell) in his maddened pursuit of Marcia Spangenberger.

Donn survived Walter Breen's appearance in a "Simon Says" routine

with a syngraphic damsel in T-shirt emblazoned "Virginia may be for

Lovers, but Pennsylvania has Intercourse!"

ANA time also saw changes in the executive director's and editor's

posts. Virginia Culver was succeeded by Paul Whitnah of Shreveport,

Louisiana, while Ed Reiter of Oakhurst, New Jersey, brought his many
talents and professional credentials to the editorship. The NLG
Newsletter soon took on a wholly new, computerized and professionally

typeset look through the good offices of Ed's employer at the Daily

Register of Shrewsbury, New Jersey.

It was obvious by 1980 that it would take remuneration of some
kind to attract and keep any qualified editor.

Considerable time commitment was demanded in this post, as later

years abundantly proved, although Executive Director Culver could not

accept this fact in 1980.

The 1981 New Orleans ANA took place in the wake of the worst

coin market crash in history. Deeper gloom followed bourse-floor

announcement of congressional passage of the Shannon Amendment
banning coins and other collectibles from IRAs and Keogh retirement

accounts. This amendment was notoriously identified with the nation's

savings and loan associations, stalwarts of the wonderful "Traditional

Thrift" industry which would demonstrate its tender concern for

Americans' financial security so starkly in their nationwide collapse

soon after!

As always, NLG dispelled the gloom at its New Orleans Bash. The

event was one of the few high points of ANA's experience during that

steamy, tropical August in the Crescent City. New Orleans might be

"The City That Care Forgot," but the cares of preparing the Bash

weighed heavily on Emcee Pearlman in his fourth appearance.

Book of the Year was the Anthony Swiatek-Walter Breen

"Encyclopedia of United States Silver & Gold Commemorative Coins,"

while Best Specialized Book was Gene Hessler's "Comprehensive

Catalog of U.S. Paper Money." After the Bash, Pearlman announced that

he would not serve as emcee in Boston in 1982. With a secret smile, he

bowed out in favor of Chicago coin photographer Bill Nawrocki.

A major figure from NLG's early years left the stage for good when
free-lance writer Carl Allenbaugh died Nov. 7. A quiet, unassuming
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man yet a key figure at Krause Publications, Allenbaugh attended but a

single NLG party several years earlier, but contributed several

significant articles to the newsletter.

In January 1982, it was reported that Pearlman would prepare a new
set of judging rules for use in the 1982 contest. He reduced the number
of awards to 15, cutting such categories as Best Specialized Book. A
panel of professional (basically non-numismatic) judges would handle

all entries this year.

The judges were later revealed as Casey Bukro, regional director of

Sigma Delta Chi; Sharon Gelder, managing editor and assistant news
director of WBBM; Merle Klingman, corporate graphics editor for Crane

Communications and past editor of The American Collector magazine;

and Northwestern University journalism professor and past Maurice

Gould Award winner Roger Boye.

Despite the prevailing coin market doldrums, the ANA convention

itself was a busy affair in 1982, held in the new Boston convention center

and drawing a very encouraging crowd.

Eric Newman and Chet Krause became the forum after

misadventures reduced the panel to themselves. Chet recalled his last

Boston ANA, where he had become the only numismatic publisher ever

censured by an ANA Board, a sidelight of the disputatious 1972 ANA
election, none of whose candidates received censure.

"The Girls" staged a reenactment of the Boston Tea Party, and Arlie

Slabaugh's King James-style speech presenting Eric Newman the Clemy
will long be remembered as a high point of brilliant composition and

magnificent delivery. Slabaugh drew his text from the fact that Christ

had chosen fishermen, a tax collector and a physician as His apostles; he

noted that he was choosing "a cobbler" — a reference to Newman's
career in shoe manufacture.

The Bash proved taxing to Emcee Nawrocki. The lowest point was a

belated rapid-fire announcement to the backs of departing Bash-goers in

the already darkened room: David T. Alexander had accepted the

blandishments of an NLG press-gang two days earlier and was now
NLG executive director. Alexander was an eight-year NLG member
working in Danbury, Connecticut, for a leading medal auction firm. A
collector since age 9, he had completed seven years as a writer and

editor with Coin World and the old Numismatic Scrapbook in Sidney,

Ohio.

The new NLG leader stayed over for the Bash, getting an unplanned

look at Boston's famed "combat zone" as he took a bus back to

Connecticut at 1 a.m.
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Lee Martin returned yet again to the NLG Newsletter, as Reiter's

professional duties did not permit him to continue investing the many
necessary hours in a decidedly non-profit editorship.

The new executive director moved to join Kagin's in Des Moines,

Iowa, in the spring of 1983 and the Iowa capital would be home office

for NLG until February 1985. The disintegration of Kagin's in 1984 saw
many employees on the road after they made the firm's 1983 ANA
auction a resounding success.

Sunny San Diego was the NLG's next stop, with veteran Lee Martin

returning to take charge of the Bash. Forum moderator was noted

cataloger and researcher Carl W.A. Carlson of New York. Carlson —
former curator of the Garrett Collection at The Johns Hopkins University

and cataloger for Paramount, NASCA and Herbert Melnick Inc. —
focused the panel on problems of modem publishing. Panelists were N.

Neil Harris of The Numismatist, Margo Russell of Coin World and John

McCloskey of The Gobrecht Journal.

The Bash itself was the fast-paced affair one would expect from Lee

Martin, operating on his home base complete with colorfully costumed

clog dancers and generally lively entertainment. Leon Lindheim left the

treasurer's position and paper money author Chuck O'Donnell accepted

this important assignment.

Taking Book of the Year was Q. David Bowers' "United States Gold

Coinage: An Illustrated History," based on his successful sale of gold

coins from the great Louis Eliasberg Collection. The rules for judging

had reverted to those of 1981 when it was found that the judges and

system introduced in the 1982 contest would not be continued. Russ

Rulau's "United States Merchants Tokens 1866-1889" took honors as

Best Specialized Book.

Alexander published his "Trial List of NLG Exonumia" in the last

newsletter of 1984. It was surprising to learn of the number and variety

of Guild elongateds, medals, Bash tickets, woods and novelty gifts that

had been created since 1968.

More positive change was accomplished for NLG in 1984 than in

any other year since the founding of the Guild.

Brooklyn member Nathan Sobel, whose Holocaust and Biblical

medals were widely acclaimed, overhauled the NLG logo. Sobel

surrounded the familiar square typewriter with a circular rendering of

the Guild name in ornate script, adding "Founded 1968" below. New
letterheads, updated application forms, press and membership cards

and the first modem "NLG Fact Sheet" soon followed.

The constitution and bylaws of NLG in use in 1984 were those first

adopted in 1968 and revised in 1976 under Executive Director Ray
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Byrne. Depending on membership category, the 1976 members had

received red (charter), blue (regular) or gold-covered copies of the card

made for NLG by the late Gordon Z. Greene.

The Guild's growth made complete revision an urgent necessity by

1984. Several members, including Paul Munson, urged such revision,

and Executive Director Alexander prepared a draft for board action. The
approved draft was examined by Guild member and numismatic
attorney David L. Ganz before adoption in the summer.

The new charter defined the name and purposes of the Guild in

some considerable detail, gave it a perpetual existence and firmly

established its non-profit status. Membership was declared open to

staffers and columnists of numismatic publications, authors of

numismatic books, museum curators, writers whose bylines appear

regularly on numismatic columns or stories in the lay press, auction

catalogers whose work includes serious research, and editors and

writers for regional, state and specialized numismatic organizations.

Membership applicants were to present an application signed by an

NLG sponsor and pass the rigorous review of the board, acting as the

membership committee. In addition, a category of honorary life

membership was re-created, to be bestowed only by unanimous vote of

the board.

Modem election requirements were spelled out in the new bylaws.

These included formal written nominations sponsored by members in

good standing and written ballots for contested posts, with a majority of

votes cast needed for actual election to the board. A rotating board was

implemented, with staggered terms and a limitation of the number of

consecutive terms any board member could serve. The board was
empowered to fill any vacancy that might occur by appointment for the

duration of the term.

Appointed NLG officials were defined as the executive director,

treasurer and newsletter editor. An annual board meeting was made
mandatory, at the ANA convention or other date set by the board.

Awards were again recognized as intrinsic to the Guild's purposes,

although only the Clemy and Maurice M. Gould selection methods were

spelled out in detail in the new bylaws. A Lee F. Hewitt Award listed in

1976 as endowed by Krause Publications had never been activated, and

was officially dropped in 1984.

A procedure for amendment, a formally defined term of existence

and provision for steps to be taken in the event of dissolution of NLG
completed the new charter. Reviews were generally upbeat and

supportive, and the first election under the new constitution was
scheduled for that summer. That election saw Col. Bill Murray, Donn
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Pearlman and Ed Reiter receiving two-year terms, while one-year terms

went to Tom DeLorey and Anthony Swiatek. The ballots were counted

and the winners were announced after the annual board meeting at the

Detroit ANA convention.

The NLG writers competition rules also were refined during 1984.

Still based on Abe Kosoff's 1979 outline, they now were finely tuned, but

still allowed greater flexibility. The judges were empowered to omit an

award if there was just one single entry in any category. New Awards of

Extraordinary Merit might be given to deserving works that did not

closely fit any single existing category.

NLG Moderator Carl W.A. Carlson presented an exceptional

symposium at the Detroit ANA. The topic was the challenge of

professional writing in and for auction catalogs. Martin Gengerke,

Walter Breen, Douglas Winter and David T. Alexander provided an in-

depth look into professional cataloging as a significant branch of

numismatic research.

Longtime NLG member Alan Herbert was emcee for the Detroit

Bash, held in the Westin Hotel's Mackinac ballroom. Donn Pearlman

was onstage as a participant, leading the "Olympic Coin-Dipping"

exhibition and offering a side-splitting tape of famous radio "bloopers."

There was a stream of telegrams and calls throughout this Bash for

new NLG member Paul Green, object of Krause Publications' then-

current "Who is Paul Green?" promotion.

Book of the Year honors went to Scott A. Travers' "Coin Collector's

Survival Manual." Receiving the first Award of Extraordinary Merit was

Q. David Bowers' "Virgil Brand: The Man and His Era." Popular Bash

emcee Donn Pearlman was revealed as the 1984 Clemy winner,

receiving the award from the previous year's recipient, Ken Bressett.

NLG announced its first two honorary life members under the new
bylaws. LM #1 went to founder Lee Martin, #2 to past ANA President

Virgil Hancock. Still on the rolls from the earlier bylaws were honorary

members Frank Gasparro, Eva Adams and Aubrey Beebe.

Veteran editor Lee Martin was obliged to step down under doctor's

orders and another charter member, Russ Rulau of Iola, Wisconsin,

accepted the duties. Rulau was the first to receive a stipend for his work

on the newsletter.

With some reluctance, the NLG Board bit the bullet and
announced a dues increase from $5 to $10 per year. This was the first

increase since 1975 and reflected the drastically increased costs of

postage and printing.

From his old-new home of Miami, Florida, Executive Director
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Alexander unveiled plans for an NLG membership medal to be struck

by Pressed Metals Products Ltd. of Vancouver, British Columbia.
Nathan Sobel's bold circular treatment of the logo made it ideal for the

medallic tondo. Generous contributions by Anthony Svviatek and Scott

Travers defrayed the cost of the die for the Guild.

Over the years, comments had been heard about holding NLG
events elsewhere than at ANA conventions. An experiment in staging

the first major NLG event away from such conventions was announced

for May 1987: a National Coin Week Symposium to be held in New York

City under the direction of Scott Travers.

Held at the American Israel Numismatic Association (AINA)
convention, the gala symposium presented a roster of major names in

writing: Beth Deisher of Coin World, Ed Reiter of The New York Times,

AINA President Morris Bram, Ed Rochette of ANA, commemorative
expert Anthony Swiatek, Coin World's Margo Russell, Paul Green, Mike

Fuljenz, Specialty Book Publishing's William Corsa and professional

numismatist John J. Ford. This event attracted a refreshingly large

audience and showed the potential of such events.

Advance planning for the 1985 Baltimore Bash placed Donn
Pearlman once again in the driver's seat. Carl Carlson dedicated the

symposium to numismatic photography, presenting auction

photographer Tom Mulvaney, early coppers expert and innovative coin

photographer Jack Collins and ANACS' George DeWolfe. Collins

described his methods of photographing lettered coin edges as shown in

Walter Breen's "Encyclopedia of U.S. Half Cents."

The July newsletter saw the first of David T. Alexander's series of

critical book reviews, examining the Russ Rulau-George Fuld revision of

William S. Baker's 1885 classic, "Medallic Portraits of Washington."

The Baltimore Bash saw far more than the usual high jinks, as Emcee
Pearlman brought to the NLG stage both United States Mint Director

Donna Pope and Bureau of Engraving and Printing Director Robert J.

Leuver in good-humored skits that rank among the greatest in the

Guild's history.

Walter Breen's "Encyclopedia of United States Half Cents" took

Book of the Year, and the longtime numismatic researcher-author was

overwhelmed to discover that he was also the 1985 Clemy winner.

Ticket of admission was the first of Sally Kirka's elongateds

designed and rolled for NLG. A last performance of "The Girls,"

dedicated to retiring Margo Russell, concluded these performers' series

of Bash appearances. Ed Reiter, Chuck O'Donnell and Walter Breen all

added their wit to make the Baltimore Bash unforgettable.
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Treasurer O'Donnell retired at this ANA. NLG drafted San Diego

numismatist, club leader and 1983 ANA General Chairwoman Kay
Edgerton Lenker into NLG membership and the treasurer's post in one

fell swoop.

Honorary Life Memberships #3 and #4 were voted for longtime

Guild activists Clem Bailey and Randolph Zander.

The new year 1986 saw another hunt for a newsletter editor. Russ

Rulau's duties as American representative of Britain's Pobjoy Mint

overtook his other commitments. The new editor was Urban M. "Trey"

Foerster of Krause Publications, a fellow Wisconsin writer who brought

a new look to the publication, including glossy stock and computer-

generated type, bold headlines and photographs.

Another milestone was passed as Executive Director Alexander

announced: "It's now NLG Ltd." With the volunteer help of numismatic

attorney David L. Ganz, NLG was incorporated under the laws of

Delaware. NLG had not been a "fictive person" under the law for its first

18 years. Any lawsuits would have been directed against the board

members individually, and Guild ownership of real property would
have been fraught with legal peril. This tremendous step forward was
achieved only through the generous efforts of David Ganz.

The 1986 Milwaukee ANA was greeted by a catastrophic downpour
that saw 6.9 inches of rain inundate the city's downtown. Days without

hot water in downtown hotels followed, but even this could not dampen
NLG enthusiasm.

Paul Green chaired a symposium devoted to combating a modem
curse of the numismatic writer: unauthorized reprints. Taking part were

Coin World Editor Beth Deisher, Scott Travers, Donn Pearlman,

COINage Publisher Jim Miller, Coins Magazine Editor Arlyn Sieber,

Specialty Book's Bill Corsa, and New York Times-COINage columnist-

editor Ed Reiter.

The Bash saw Pearlman joining Reiter in savaging the latest

development in the grading war: 11 grades of Uncirculated. Magician

"Harvel the Marvel," Harvey Travers, shortened Paul Whitnah's tie and

Mike Fuljenz and Ganz performed a skit on ANA election memorabilia,

such as the mutilated quarters issued by the founder of yesterday's

NEWS in his failed ANA vice presidential bid.

Scott Travers took Book of the Year for his newest work, "Rare Coin

Investment Strategy." Volume I of the John R. Grellman and Jules Reiver

"Attribution Guide for United States Large Cents 1840-57" was Best

Specialized Book - U.S. Receiving Awards of Extraordinary Merit were

the two-volume library edition of the 1987 "Standard Catalog of World
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Coins" and the 40th anniversary edition of "A Guide Book of United

States Coins," the famed Yeoman-Bressett "Red Book."

Another highlight of 1986 was Krause Publications' designation of

NLG Treasurer Kay Lenker as the latest recipient of the firm's

prestigious Numismatic Ambassador Award. The presentation was
made by fellow-Californian Charles Colver in the presence of her

husband John, himself an Ambassador since 1984.

The 1986 Clemy went to Ed Reiter, who was chosen and introduced

by the previous year's winner, Walter Breen. Earlier in the evening,

Reiter had paid sardonic tribute to numerical grading with a parody
titled "A, You're Ambiguous," sung to the tune of "A, You're
Adorable." In accepting the "Clemy," he declared: "All I can say is, A,

I'm astounded."

Another chapter of NLG history closed on March 10, 1987, with the

death of Clement F. "Clem" Bailey, one of the first Guild members and a

hearty supporter of NLG activities ever after.

NLG-ANA relations had always been characterized by warmth,
cooperation and mutual respect. A strain was placed on this relationship

when a cash-strapped ANA announced that writers would be included

in the new "Professional" membership category then being developed.

NLG believed that it was inappropriate to attempt to draft

numismatic writers into a high-priced membership category with $150

annual dues. Said the Guild: "It must be remembered ... that NLG is

itself the Professional Membership Category for real numismatic writers,

has been since 1968, and will be tomorrow."

The proposed new membership died aborning, but echoes of this

controversy resonated throughout the rather frosty ANA convention

environment in August 1987 in Atlanta.

Disregarding this chill, NLG enjoyed a very successful symposium
with Scott Travers as moderator. Discussing opportunities for writers in

their publications were Coin World-World Coins Editor Beth Deisher,

COINage Senior Editor Ed Reiter and Numismatic News Publisher Cliff

Mishler, who were joined by Paul Green and Specialty Book
Publishing's Bill Corsa.

Executive Director Alexander was Bash emcee, with the aid of Ed

Reiter, Walter Breen, Scott Travers, Tom DeLorey and a lively audience.

Targets for NLG satire were the grading controversy, FTC involvement

and widely publicized struggles for the ANA executive directorship.

Unusually fine accommodations for the Bash and a capacity crowd
combined to make this event a landmark of fun and accomplishment.
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Alexander's 11-month old daughter Christina stole the show,
demanding to be held as Ed Reiter presented her father with the 1987

Clemy Award.

Receiving Book of the Year was the first non-profit publication so

honored, the Regina Coin Club's remarkable anthology, "Aspects of the

Numismatics of North America." The 35th anniversary of Numismatic

News was hailed by an NLG Extraordinary Trailblazer Award.

A brand new recognition encouraging newcomers to numismatic

writing was the Clement F. Bailey Memorial Award, received by
COINage contributor Steve Lambert. The new award includes an

imposing wall plaque intended for display by the winner's publisher.

The writer receives a normal-size NLG plaque.

Longtime NLG Treasurer Leon Lindheim and our oldest overseas

member, British token scholar R.C. Bell, were chosen as honorary life

members at the Atlanta board meeting.

Problems with finding an editor with the time to devote to the NLG
Newsletter continued. The board asked David Alexander to assume this

responsibility. An effort would be made to defray costs through

increased advertising.

January 1988 saw the start of the Guild's 20th birthday celebration,

which would include the gala Cincinnati Forum and Bash and a special

double issue of the newsletter devoted to the story of NLG's first two
decades.

Kicking off the celebration was the NLG Forum, which brought

together four charter members: Jim Miller of COINage, former Coin

World Editor Margo Russell, ANA Board member Ed Rochette and

numismatic researcher Eric P. Newman. The panelists gave their

listeners a wealth of personal insights and recollections of the earliest

hours of NLG, the doings of its first members and their achievements in

launching the organization.

Donn Pearlman was on stage again for the Cincinnati Bash, an event

which set a new record for entertainment and good fellowship. Making

appearances were Col. Bill Murray, Art Kagin, Ed Reiter and the Joe

Jones troupe from Iola, Wisconsin, better known as "Whiz and the

Toners."

Taking Book of the Year honors was Walter Breen's newly released

and massive opus, "Complete Encyclopedia of United States & Colonial

Coins," published by Doubleday. Auction Catalog of the Year went to

Stack's for its catalog of the magnificent Herman Halpem Collection, a

major offering of American large cents and related issues.
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During the awards ceremony, Executive Director Alexander
observed that NLG has always been known for its unconventional

doings. The 1988 Bash gave the Guild an unprecedented opportunity to

honor a great numismatic writer of 27 years' experience— one who had

steadfastly refused to join its ranks: Coin World's Jay Guren.

Senior writer and longtime feature editor for Coin World, Guren
joined the weekly newspaper after combat duty in the South Pacific in

World War II and a scarcely less perilous Madison Avenue advertising

career in his native New York. Flying out to Sidney to sell publisher

Oliver Amos the idea of a book to be called "The Best of Coin World,"

Guren found himself hired on instead and moving to what the official

announcement called, in Chamber of Commerce prose, the "Friendly

Town of Sidney."

Although he was already a seven-year Coin World veteran at the

time NLG was formed, Guren had refused to join the new group.

Insiders theorized that the uncritical pro-Guild attitude of higher

authority, rather than NLG members' famed capacity for distillates of

vine or grain, explained Guren's vigorous dissent.

As a numismatic writer, Guren was awesome: For more than 20

years, co-workers marveled at his incredible output. For several years,

his work literally filled each edition of a 120-page weekly. Such an

unremitting grind explains why his only major numismatic work
outside CW was a history and catalog of Mardi Gras tokens written with

Richard Ugan — "Carnival Panorama: New Orleans Mardi Gras Medals

& Krewes 1884-1965."

When CW's old Royal manual typewriters yielded pride of place to

new IBM Selectrics, it was noted that Guren's manual was so loose in

every joint and moving part that the typewriter held together just from

force of habit. This battered machine explains the wording of the NLG
"Just for Spite Award":

Presented to the Unsung Hercules of numismatic writing, JAY
GUREN, on his retirement from Coin World. For 27 years, Jay wrote

more numismatic copy than all the rest of us combined. You swore

you'd never join NLG, but here's one on us. Jay,

A UNIQUE NLG "GOTCHA"
PAast "Clemy" Award winner Alexander announced the next

recipient of the top NLG award. While he carefully avoided the name
until the end of his presentation, his emphasis on the term "self-effacing

gentleman" led directly to the identification of charter member and 20-

year Guild supporter Jim Miller of Ventura, California.
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In recognition of her generosity is designing and rolling elongated

coins used as Bash tickets of admission since the 1985 Baltimore ANA,
the board awarded honorary life membership to Sally Kirka of

Manchester, Connecticut. Mrs. Kirka's 1985 elongated was the first to

use Nathan Sobel's redesign of the familiar NLG logo. Her 1985, 1986

and 1987 pieces were rolled on Lincoln cents. For our 20th anniversary

elongated, she pulled out all the stops and hand-rolled 200 Washington
clad quarters for the Cincinnati Bash.

The 1989 NLG election saw Krause Publications' David C. Harper,

noted researcher R.W. Julian of Logansport, Indiana, and COINage
Publisher Jim Miller seated on the board. Thomas K. DeLorey and
Anthony Swiatek continued in office until the next election.

The ANA's Pittsburgh convention saw the customary Guild
activities and customary gusto. Taking Book of the Year was the "Coin

World Guide to United States Coins, Prices and Value Trends," a major

quality entrant into the sparsely populated field of general-audience U.S.

coin references. Best Specialized Book, U.S. Coins, went to David Akers'

"Handbook of 20th Century United States Gold Coins," while Best

World Coin Book was the fourth, enlarged edition of Sylvia Haffner

Magnus' "Israel's Money and Medals," published by the American
Israel Numismatic Association. Best U.S. Paper Money Book was James

A. Haxby's massive four-volume "Standard Catalog of U.S. Obsolete

Bank Notes, 1782-1866," published by Krause. Best World Paper Money
honors went to "Dutch Banknote Design: a Compendium" by Jaap

Bolten and P.J. Soetens.

The Clemy Award was bestowed by 1988 winner Jim Miller on

longtime NLG member, author and professional numismatist Q. David

Bowers. Dave accepted the accolade with his usual combination of

humility and eloquence. He added this top NLG honor to his Best

Investment Book award for the remarkable "history today" effort, "The

Coin Dealer Newsletter: A Study in Rare Coin Price Performance, 1963-88."

The Clement F. Bailey Memorial Award went to COINage
newcomer John Iddings. Best All Around Portfolio was that of Krause

Publications' Robert Van Ryzin.

Indiana's Wendell Wolka trod the boards for the first time as NLG
Bash emcee. Billed by his many Midwest fans as the greatest Hoosier

humorist since Herb Shriner, Wolka filled in masterfully for Donn
Pearlman, long-serving emcee, whose service ended with his election to

the ANA Board.

The year 1989-1990 was most eventful for the Guild. America's great

folk philosopher Elbert Hubbard once wrote, "If you want to get the

work done, select the Busy Man. The other kind has no time." After
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eight years as executive director, David T. Alexander found himself with

fewer available man-hours and bowed out as editor of the NLG
Newsletter. Replacing him was Robin Ellis of San Antonio, Texas,

former editor of the Souvenir Card Journal. Ellis held the post until the

time of the 1990 ANA, though no newsletter actually was published

during that interval.

Moving north in 1990 to accept a cataloging position with Stack's in

New York City, Alexander resigned as executive director of the Guild,

the post he had held since the 1982 Boston ANA convention. His new
job involved a daily commute of 120 miles, and a heavy workload left

little time for other activities.

The highly successful 1990 Bash again was conducted and directed

by Wendell Wolka, with strong support from Ed Reiter, whose musical

parodies by now had become a yearly tradition.

Honored as Book of the Year was "The Coin Atlas, the World of

Coinage From Its Origins to the Present Day" by Joe Cribb, published by

Facts on File of New York. Best Specialized Book, U.S. Coins, was the

"Coin World Comprehensive Catalog and Encyclopedia of U.S. Coins,"

David T. Alexander, editor; Thomas K. DeLorey, technical editor; Brad

L. Reed, project editor, published by Amos Press.

A British Royal Mint publication took top honors in World Coin

Books with the selection of "The Royal Sovereign, 500 Years of the Gold

Sovereign." Longtime NLG stalwart Russ Rulau took Token and Medal

honors for his "Discovering America, the Coin Collecting Connection,"

published by Krause Publications. Numismatic Investment Book honors

went to Scott A. Travers for "The Investor's Guide to Coin Trading,

Secrets for Profit in Coins & Precious Metals." The 1990 Clement F.

Bailey Award was given to Matthew Rockman, writing for The Celator

of Lodi, Wisconsin.

The 1990 Clemy Award was presented by Q. David Bowers to

longtime NLG member and numismatic attorney David L. Ganz.

The Maurice M. Gould Awards were consolidated into a single

presentation, the 1990 award going to Jed Stevenson, coin columnist for

The New York Times.

Among positive developments at this ANA was the installation of

veteran NLG member Ed Reiter as executive director. Ed's list of NLG
credits was awesome: past editor, board member and regular Bash

participant and 1986 Clemy winner.

Ed was editor of Numismatic News at an especially critical time in

its development, in 1972-73. He was New York Times coin columnist for

nearly a decade, starting in 1979. And since 1986, he has been senior
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editor of COINage, where he writes a monthly column, "My Two Cents'

Worth." Reiter quickly took hold to keep NLG on the straight and
narrow.

Accepting the editorship was the latest Clemy laureate, New York's

David L. Ganz. He, too, exemplified the Elbert Hubbard dictum, serving

at the same time as NLG editor and ANA vice president while pursuing

a full-time legal career. A Guild member since the early 1970s, Ganz
brought impressive qualifications to the editor's position, including

personal acquaintance with all the greats of the hobby. He also was the

first NLG editor ever to possess the most astonishing of resources:

professional secretarial help. Serving as assistant editor and production

chief was his legal colleague Barbara Parrotto, in whose hands the "new-

look" NLG Newsletter quickly blossomed once more into an attractive

periodical of wide outreach, marvelous readability and robust health

and vigor.

Wendell Wolka was again Bash emcee at the 1991 ANA convention

in Chicago, and the hall rocked to the laughter and applause of a full

house of satisfied Bash-goers. Ed Reiter's uproarious tribute to the

ANA's 100th anniversary, sung to the tune of "The Battle Hymn of the

Republic," opened with the line: "Mine eyes have seen the glory of the

coming of John Ford."

Taking Book of the Year honors was the "American Numismatic
Association Centennial History," compiled by Clemy laureate Q. David

Bowers. The companion volume, the "American Numismatic
Association Centennial Anthology," was edited by NLG members Carl

W.A. Carlson and Michael J. Hodder and included major research

articles by such NLG members as Walter Breen, R.W. Julian, David T.

Alexander, Elvira Clain-Stefanelli, P. Scott Rubin and Douglas Ball.

Chosen as Best Specialized Book in U.S. Coins was "The Error Coin

Encyclopedia" by Arnold Margolis. Best U.S. Paper Money Book honors

went to Dean Oakes and John Hickman for their "Standard Catalog of

National Bank Notes" from Krause Publications. Best Auction Catalog

was claimed by Stack's 55th Anniversary sale, including the historic

Allen F. Lovejoy U.S. Dime Collection. The Clement F. Bailey Memorial

Award was received by Ed Kondratieff of the highly successful ancient

coinage journal The Celator.

The 1990 Clemy Award winner, David L. Ganz, then presented the

1991 award to Krause Publications executive Clifford Mishler. Sincerely

moved, Mishler delivered an acceptance speech that was an exercise in

brevity: "Thanks!"

NLG continued its steady progress throughout 1991-92. Meantime,

members were shocked and saddened by the legal troubles that
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overwhelmed famed writer and researcher Walter Breen, whose long life

would end in a prison hospital two years later.

The world of coins continued to be troubled by the a sickly coin

market and devastated national economy throughout this period. The
1992 Orlando ANA suffered from its sweltering, tropical location, but

NLG again rose above minor hassles of climate with another brilliant

Bash under Hoosier interlocutor Wolka's direction. Wolka took his

audience on a hilarious tour of the numismatic equivalent of Disney

World, complete with musical parodies set to Disney songs. Executive

Director Reiter revealed a hitherto unpublicized talent with uncanny
impersonations of NLG notables Burnett Anderson, Margo Russell and

Ken Bressett — and at least two of these 'Victims" made it known that

turnabout would be fair play come the '93 Bash.

The Book of the Year Award was won again by Q. David Bowers,

this time for "Commemorative Coins of the United States, a Complete

Encyclopedia." Best Specialized Book, U.S. Coins, was John D. Wright's

"The Cent Book: 1816-1839." In U.S. Paper Money, the honoree was
Arlie Slabaugh for the substantially revised seventh edition of his

"Confederate States Paper Money."

The Maurice M. Gould Award was bestowed on Chicago Tribune

coin columnist Roger Boye. Best Auction Catalog was the highly

acclaimed Superior Galleries effort "The Ed Trompeter Collection, Part

I." The Clement F. Bailey Memorial Award was received by Coins

Magazine writer Eric Dingman.

The 1991 Clemy winner, Cliff Mishler, announced his selection of

the 1992 laureate: Indiana educator and numismatic researcher and

author R.W. Julian, a noted authority on early U.S. coins, U.S. Mint

medals and Polish and Russian numismatics.

NLG members also excelled in other Orlando events. Competing in

the second ANA "World Series of Numismatics," patterned after TV's

"Jeopardy!" quiz show, Anthony Swiatek and David T. Alexander —
together with a Young Numismatist teammate — won the event with a

record score. Swiatek and Alexander had finished second in the

inaugural staging of this event a year earlier at the Chicago convention.

As this is written, the Guild is making plans for its 1993 Symposium
and Bash at the ANA convention in Baltimore. Both will focus heavily

on NLG's observance of its silver anniversary.

The history you have been reading is, in point of fact, a key

component of the big observance. Additionally, the Guild has prepared

an anniversary medal struck — appropriately enough — in silver. This

one-ounce, .999-fine medal is the first precious-metal issue in the 25-year

history of the Guild. Its obverse bears the familiar typewriter logo; its
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reverse carries the simple but effective inscription "NLG - 1968-1993 -

XXV," all within a wreath. Ed Reiter and Bob Julian conceived this

design and Pressed Metal Products of Vancouver, British Columbia,

executed it and struck the medal. The issue consists of 250 pieces.

NLG has devoted a quarter-century to the service of numismatic

writers and writing. To be sure, the Guild has had its share of critics,

often elitists who sometimes lose their perspective of the bigger picture.

From time to time, NLG has been told it has not done enough to

advance serious writing; others say too much recognition has gone to

deeper research, not enough to popular numismatics.

That NLG offers too many awards is a complaint heard from some
critics who have not won their fair share; authors in more obscure areas

complain that there are not enough categories to assure their work a

chance at honors.

The Guild's love for lighthearted activity at the annual Bash has

been taken to task by some of its critics.

All in all, however, the very fact of 25 years' growth and the absence

of any successful alternative group seems to indicate that NLG has

really done rather well.

It might accomplish more with a greater number of workers and

fewer suppliers of free advice, but this can be said of all numismatic

organizations. As things are, the Numismatic Literary Guild can be

justifiably proud of its 25 years of achievement while looking forward to

the next 25.

Strengthened by the faith of its founders and the hard work of its

later leaders, NLG has an inviting, opportunity-filled future before it.

* ***** *
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NUMISMATIC LITERARY GUILD
A 25-YEAR CATALOG OF MEDALS,
ELONGATEDS AND INCUNABULA

By David T. Alexander

Past Executive Director

following is a list of medals, elongateds and other collectibles

issued by the Numismatic Literary Guild, or in connection with NLG
activities, during the organization's first 25 years.

This compilation represents an expanded version of a similar listing

prepared in 1988, in conjunction with the Guild's 20th anniversary.

Special thanks go to longtime NLG member and past executive

director Paul Whitnah for making information and actual specimens

available for the 1988 "trial list" and for this definitive listing. Lee

Martin, Kay Lenker and the late Maurice M. Gould and Ray Byrne also

are owed a debt of thanks for their role in preserving valued historical

data on early Guild issues.

All NLG members and collectors knowing of any additional issues

or varieties are requested to contact the cataloger with details. Please

send these to David T. Alexander, P.O. Box 780, Mahopac, N.Y. 10541.

* * * * * * *

METAL ETCHED MEMBERSHIP
CARDS, HOLDERS

Life member's etched card, 1968. 89 x 51mm gold-plate uniface

rectangle, rounded corners. Raised gold letters, Numismatic Literary

Guild/ (scroll) LIFE MEMBER/ Rectangle for member's engraved

name/ Densmore typewriter logo at L, tiny FOUNDED 1969 (sic), on

author's card, REGULAR. (Presumably cards also exist with CHARTER,
possibly ASSOCIATE.)

Membership card display stand, 1968. Wood, base 153 x 24 x 52mm,
20mm high; back 95 x 71mm with casting metal pedestal 81mm high

terminating in roundel bearing the first NLG portable typewriter logo

with page bearing Barber dime. Designed and crafted by Gordon Z.

Greene's Galaxie Creations for unveiling at NLG's first major public

gathering at the 1968 San Diego ANA convention.

*******
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MEMBERSHIP MEDALS, WEARABLE INSIGNIA

NLG typewriter lapel emblem, 1968. 17.5 x 18mm casting metal gold

plate. Typewriter from same die as above, red- or blue-enamel NLG
affixed above. Bayonet back for use as tie tac or lapel pin. Made by
Gordon Z. Greene's Galaxie Creations; no longer available from NLG.

NLG members' medal, 1969. 40.2mm bronze nickel-plate uniface.

Embossed laurel, affixed enamel NLG, three-dimensional charm
typewriter below with the rolling platen. Issued in two types: red-

enamel NLG and ribbon, gold bars for charter members; blue ribbon,

enamel, silver bars for regular members. Bars observed include incuse

gold HONORARY, DIRECTOR; silver REGULAR.

NLG member's pin, circa 1983. 49 x 20mm casting metal, clear plastic

with black and gold Densmore typewriter logo and name
NUMISMATIC LITERARY/ GUILD. Soldered pin back. Made in

Taiwan at the order of Lee Martin.

Ninth annual meeting medal, 1976. 37.3mm casting metal. Obverse:

large square-letter NLG in circle, outer legend NUMISMATIC
LITERARY GUILD/ FOUNDED 1968. Reverse: 9th/ ANNUAL/
MEETING/ / AMERICANA HOTEL/ NEW YORK CITY/ /

85th/ ANNUAL ANA/ CONVENTION/ 1976. Cast by Ed McClung,

Trademark Medallions.

Tenth annual meeting medal, 1977. 39.2mm casting metal. Obverse:

same as last. Reverse: acanthus border, 10th/ ANNUAL/ MEETING/ -.-

.-.-/ MARRIOTT HOTEL/ ATLANTA, GEORGIA/- .-.-.-./ 86th/

ANNUAL ANA/ CONVENTION/ 1977. Second issue cast by Ed
McClung.

NLG Young Numismatists medal, 1977. 38mm casting metal. Obverse:

acanthus border. Tiny LEE MARTIN. ED McCLUNG. MAURICE M.

GOULD/ FOUNDERS around circle enclosing NUMISMATIC
LITERARY/ GUILD, 10TH/ ANNIVERSARY./ acanthus leaves. Cast by

Ed McClung.

Eleventh annual meeting medal, 1978. 37.5mm casting metal. Obverse:

square-letter NLG, as 1976 obverse. Reverse legend: *** Support the ***

Junior Numismatist Program; circle encloses tiny 11th ANNUAL/
MEETING/ / ASTRO-WORLD HOTELS/ HOUSTON, TEXAS/
87th/ ANNUAL ANA/ CONVENTION/ 1978. Cast by Ed McClung.

(Associated item) Gordon Z. Greene Lincoln medal, 1976. 32.2mm
casting metal. Adapted from Ralph J. Menconi, sc. Obverse: Menconi's

Presidential Art Medals Lincoln obverse of 1961. Reverse legend:

COLLECTOR OF/ 19/ 76/ LINCOLNIANA, circle enclosing
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GORDON Z. GREENE/ 122 N. TUSTIN AVE./ ANAHEIM, CA. 92806.

Cast by Ed McClung.

NLG membership medal, 1987. 38.7mm bronze, silver-, goldplate.

Obverse: NLG logo as last. Reverse: blank for engraving member's name
engraving by Miami, Florida, award- making firm.

* * * * * * *

ELONGATED COINS

Elongateds are now a well-established aspect of American exonumia,

dating from the 1892-93 World's Columbian Exposition and having

become a mainstay of world's fairs, carnivals and other public

attractions ever since. By coincidence, NLG's founders included Lee

Martin and Dottie Dow, co-authors of the definitive catalog of such

issues, "Yesterday's Elongateds."

The Guild has issued a colorful series of elogateds from the late 1960s

onward.

NLG elongated, 1972. On 1972-S cent, 43mm. Vertical. TRUTH emerging

from facing portable typewriter, eight-line inscription: IT IS/ NOT
HOW/ YOU TYPE/ THAT COUNTS/ IT IS WHAT/ YOU TYPE/
(wavy line) N.L.G. Bold beaded border, rolled by Dottie Dow.

Boston ANA convention meeting elongated, 1973. 38mm on 1973-D

Cent. Horizontal. NLG typewriter seen from above at left, SO YOU'LL
ALWAYS REMEMBER A MEMORABLE NIGHT/ MEETING/ OF
THE/ NUMISMATIC LITERARY GUILD/ AUGUST 25, 1973/ AT
THE/ A.N.A. CONVENTION/ BOSTON. MASS./ (tiny) dottie. Bold

beaded border. Rolled by Dottie Dow.

(Associated item) NLG philosophical elongated, 1973. 39.5mm on 1973-

D Cent. Vertical. Stylized footprints, In the/ March of TIME/ How/
Permanent/ Are Your/ Prints? (tiny foot). Bold beaded border. Rolled

by Dottie Dow.

Seventh annual NLG meeting elongated, 1974. 42mm on 1974-D cent.

Horizontal. Four-line inscription in bold beaded border, WELCOME TO
THE LUCKY/ 7TH ANNUAL N.L.G. MEETING/ 8-16-74. Rolled by

Dottie Dow.

Eighth NLG Bash elongated, 1975. 34mm copper-nickel, on 1964 and

1974-S nickels. Horizontal. Beaded border, inscription along long axis, I

ATTENDED/ THE 8th N.L.G. BASH/ IN LOS ANGELES, CA./
AUGUST 23, 1975. Rolled by Dottie Dow.
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Eighth NLG Bash elongated, 1975. 34mm on 1975-D cent. As preceding,

but for host coin.

Cincinnati NLG Bash elongated, 1980. 36mm on 1979-D cent. Vertical.

Beaded border, large NLG typewriter, legend CINCINNATI 1980. Below
typewriter, 1 ATTENDED/ THE/ N.L.G./ BASH!

San Diego NLG Bash elongated, 1983. 40mm on 1979, 1982 bronze cents.

Horizontal. Segmented border, ADMISSION TICKET TO/ N.L.G.

BASH/ SAN DIEGO. CA. 9:30 PM/ Aug. 19, 1983. Rolled on a variety of

pre-zinc cents, as the new copper-barrel-plated zinc pieces roll into an

unsightly mess.

Detroit NLG Bash elongated, 1984. 36mm on 1970-D, 1975- D, 1979, 1980,

1980-

D, 1981, 1981-D, 1982, 1982-D bronze cents. Horizontal. Dash
border, ADMISSION TICKET TO/ N.L.G. BASH/ JULY 29, 1984/

DETROIT.

Detroit NLG Bash elongated, 1984. 36mm on 1982, 1983-D copper-plated

zinc cents. As preceding. Coppery surfaces with wide areas of silver-

gray zinc demonstrating lack of suitability for elongated rolling.

ELONGATEDS BY SALLY A. KIRKA OF MANCHESTER, CONN.

NLG Milwaukee convention elongated, 1986. 51mm on 1980-D, (most)

1981-

D cents. Vertical. Complete NLG typewriter logo at center, upper

legend N.L.G. WELCOMES YOU TO./ (arabesque)/ A.N.A. Below,

95th/ CONVENTION/ AVG 5-9. 1986/ MILWAUKEE, WI./ tiny

maker's signature SAK. Lacquered.

NLG Milwaukee convention elongated, 1986. 51mm on 1981-D cents. A
very small number pierced for wear with red-white-blue pin-back

ribbon.

NLG Atlanta convention elongated, 1987. 49.5mm on 1981, 1982-D cents.

Vertical, NLG logo as last, NLG WELCOMES YOU TO V ATLANTA,/
GA., below AUG. 26-30/ 1987/ * A.N.A. CONVENTION/ tiny

signature SAK.

NLG Cincinnati convention elongated, 1988. 55.5mm copper-nickel clad

copper on 1965, 1967, 1974-P, 1977, 1977- D, 1979-P, 1982, 1981-P, 1983-P,

1984-P quarters. NLG logo as last, 97th ANA CONVENTION/ JULY/
20-24/ 1988. Below, CINCINNATI/ OHIO/ (arabesque)/ WELCOME
TO N.L.G. 20th ANNIVERSARY/ SAK. Special denomination hand-

rolled with extraordinary effort as special NLG 20th-anniversary tribute.

NLG Cincinnati convention elongated, 1988. 55.5mm copper-nickel clad

copper on 1983-P quarter. A very few pierced for wear with U.S. flag

pin-back ribbon.
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NLG Pittsburgh convention elongated, 1989. 49.5mm bronze on 1980-D,

1981, 1982-D cents. NLG logo as last, 98th A.N.A. CONVENTION/
AUG. 9-13/ *1989* Below, PITTSBURGH/ PA./ */ WELCOME TO
N.L.G. BASH/ tiny signature SAK.

NLG generic elongated, 1990. 47mm on 1981-D cents. NLG logo as last,

above NUMISMATIC, below LITERARY GUILD/ FOUNDED/ 1968/

tiny signature SAK.

* * * * * * *

LEE MARTIN GAG GIFTS FOR BASHES

"$20 gold piece," NLG Bash, 1979. 10mm brass Saint-Gaudens double

eagle miniature in cardboard 2x2 holder.

"Diamond pin," NLG Bash, 1980. Clad dime in oval-window 2x2 holder

with red-headed dressmaker's pin. Gag "Dime and Pin." Vintage Lee

Martin!

"How to Cut your Tax in Half," NLG Bash, 1983. Two carpet tacks cut in

half, "Cut your Tacks in Half." Oval-window 2x2.

* * * * * * *

NLG AWARD MEDALS & INSIGNIA

Numismatic Literary Award medal, 1972-75. 44.45mm uniface high-

relief silver medal centered upon a round 76.2mm gold-plated silver

base. By Medallic Art Company. The silver medal is a faithful

reproduction of the acclaimed Syracusan decadrachm by Euainetus,

portraying the head of Arethusa. Below, around the lower rim of the

base, are the winner's name, the year and the inscription NUMISMATIC
LITERARY AWARD. On the reverse of the base, around the upper and

lower rims, are the inscriptions NUMISMATIC LITERARY GUILD and

MEDALLIC ART COMPANY. This magnificent award medal was
produced by MACO at no cost to the Guild and presented jointly by
NLG and MACO to winning coin columnists in three categories: small

newspapers (under 100,000 circulation), large newspapers (100,000 and

up) and syndicates. Each winner also received a rectangular walnut

plaque to which was affixed a second example of the silver medal

centered upon a bronze base. A bronze plate below the medal bore the

inscription: TO (name of newspaper or syndicate) FOR PUBLISHING
THE AWARD WINNING COIN COLUMN BY (columnist's name).
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Below this on the plate were the year and, on the last two lines,

NUMISMATIC LITERARY GUILD/ MEDALLIC ART COMPANY. This

plaque was meant for presentation to the winning columnist's

newspaper or syndicate. In turn, the award medal was sent directly to

the newspaper or syndicate for presentation to the columnist. This

arrangement was designed to maximize recognition for the winners at

their places of employment.

Maurice M. Gould Literary Award Medal, 1976-1979. 63.5mm gold-

plated silver. By Adlai S. Hardin, sc. Obverse: bust of NLG co-founder

Gould 3/4 r on crinkled field. Reverse: MACO stock die — raised

vertical band, stylized laurel. Edge: c/o MEDALLIC ART CO. -

DANBURY, CT. - .999 FINE SILVER. Following the death of beloved

columnist and NLG founder Maurice M. Gould near the end of 1975, the

Numismatic Literary Award was renamed in Gould's honor and
renowned medalist Adlai S. Hardin was commissioned by MACO to

design a new medal bearing Gould's likeness. This Maurice M. Gould
Literary Award was presented to winners in three categories, as

previously, from 1976 through 1987. In 1980, the high price of silver

forced MACO to change the medal's content to gold-plated bronze,

which it remained thereafter. From 1976 onward, the plaques provided

for winners' newspapers and syndicates bore a bronze version of the

Gould medal.

Maurice M. Gould Literary Award Medal, 1980-87. 63.5mm bronze gold

plate. As before, but with new content and new edge inscription: c/o

(year) - MEDALLIC ART CO. - DANBURY, CT. - BRONZE 24K GOLD-
PLATED.

These deluxe awards were provided without charge by Medallic Art

Company until 1987, but had to be halted thereafter when the financially

troubled company said it would require $1,500 per year to continue

making the three awards.

*******

NLG ANNIVERSARY MEDALS
NLG 20th anniversary medal, 1988. 38.7mm bronze silverplate, 3.7mm
thick. By David T. Alexander, des. Obverse: NLG Densmore typewriter

logo and name in fancy lettering as reworked by Nathan Sobel of

Brooklyn at Executive Director Alexander's request in 1984. Reverse:

TWENTY YEARS OF SERVICE/ 1968/ "The printed/ word, that/

winged wonder/ starts..."/ 1988/ NUMISMATIC LITERARY GUILD.
Struck by Pressed Metal Products Ltd., Vancouver, British Columbia,
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Canada. Antiqued patinas. The quotation is part of a series adorning the

facade of the Brooklyn Public Library, Grand Army Plaza, Brooklyn,

N.Y.

NLG 20th anniversary medal, 1988. 38.7mm bronze goldplate. As last.

NLG 20th anniversary medal, 1988. 38.7mm antique bronze. As last.

NLG 20th anniversary medal, 1988. 38.7mm bronze silverplate. As last,

but 5mm double-thick piefort, only 10 struck.

NLG 20th anniversary medal, 1988. 38.7mm antiqued bronze, 5mm-
thick piefort. Limited second issue distinguished from the first issue by

addition of 2*0 added above 1988 on reverse. 20 struck. Collectors will

recall the Alabama Centennial 2x2 half dollar, Grant with-star half

dollar, Missouri 2*4 half dollar, 1941 Franklin Delano Roosevelt third

inaugural medal, second issue with "2" added at wreath top. These

interesting variants inspired the 2*0 second-issue NLG 20th anniversary

pieforts.

NLG 25th anniversary medal, 1993. 38.7mm antiqued silver, 3.7mm
thick. Obverse: NLG Densmore typewriter logo and name in fancy

lettering, as on the 20th anniversary medal of 1988. Reverse: three-line

inscription NLG/ 1968-1993/ XXV, within a simple wreath. Reverse

design by Ed Reiter and R.W. Julian, executed by Pressed Metal

Products Ltd., Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, which also

produced the medal. 250 examples struck.

*******

BASH TICKETS, INCUNABULA

NLG Night ticket, 1970. 87 x 50mm cardboard stock. Black, white

lettering flanked by Densmore typewriter r., portable typewriter in circle

with NLG below at 1. TICKET FOR/ NLG NIGHT/ 9**30 P.M./ AUG.

21, 1970. No convention site given, actually St. Louis, Chase Park Hotel,

Aug. 18-22, 1970. Kodak paper postcard reverse.

Annual Get-Together laminated ticket, 1971. 134 x 111mm cardboard

laminated in heavy plastic, uniface. Seven-line invitation, THIS IS YOUR
TICKET OF ADMITTANCE to the/ annual get-together of the

NUMISMATIC/ LITERARY GUILD. Festivities occur in the/ Washington

Hilton Hotel on Friday evening, August 11th at 9 p.m. Refreshments,

awards,/ VERY little business and LOTS of fun will be/ the order of the

evening. Calligraphic signature, Maurice M. Gould, all emanating from

IBM Selectric typewriter with PRESTIGE ELITE 72 type ball.
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Fifth annual meeting ticket, 1972. 57 x 88mm cream or pale blue

cardboard. Obverse: Canal & Banking Co. $5 note, ornate vignettes:

Benjamin Franklin, muses and putti by Rawdon, Wright, Hatch &
Edson, New Orleans. Reverse: script, boldface inscription for event, 5th

Annual Meeting/ Jung Hotel, New Orleans, L.A. (sic)/ AUGUST 18th,

1972/ Present this at the Door/ (Retain it as a Souvenir/ The Meeting

will be called to order at 8:30 P.M./ FUN - SURPRISES -

ENTERTAINMENT! 81st ANA Convention statement below.

Sixth annual meeting ticket, 1973. 173 x 94mm cream and beige

cardboard uniface. Ticket, perforated stub bear NLG Densmore
typewriter/Barber dime logo. Two types: first imprinted 82nd Annual

ANA CONVENTION/ SHERATON-BOSTON HOTEL at top of ticket;

second same design but 6th Annual NLG MEETING/ SHERATON-
BOSTON HOTEL. Both inscribed Donation $2.50, INDEPENDENCE
ROOM/ 10 P.M. August 26, 1973, ornate ADMIT/ONE.

Ray Byrne 6th Annual Meeting $6 wooden flat, 1973. 173 x 83mm red-

imprint wood uniface. NLG Executive Director Byrne at left, VI, six

vignettes from old Massachusetts Broken Bank note, Sheraton tower at

right. Facsimile signatures, Ray Byrne Pres, (sic), Gordon Z. Greene,

Treas.

Seventh annual reception ticket, 1974. 180 x 80mm pale green cardboard,

black imprint uniface. Bank-note format, 7' s in corners, FOUNDED
NINETEEN-HUNDRED & SIXTY EIGHT at top, view of original Clemy
Award in central vignette, ADMIT/ ONE 1., Miami Beach event eight-

line inscription 1., Eastward and Westward/ Room, 10 P.M., Friday/

August 16, 1974. Bottom: FIVE DOLLAR DONATION.

Eighth annual reception ticket, 1975. As last, but salmon with black

imprint, 8's in corners. Top: DEDICATED TO NUMISMATIC
KNOWLEDGE; bottom, TEN DOLLAR DONATION. Numbered stub,

original "Clemy," ADMIT/ ONE.

Eighth annual reception mirror card, 1975. 63mm laminated cardboard

in steel ring, mirror reverse. Pink imprint, view of original "Clemy,"

NUMISMATIC LITERARY GUILD/ 8th ANNUAL RECEPTION around

DEDICATED TO/ NUMISMATIC/ KNOWLEDGE/ August 23rd,

1975/ Los Angeles, Ca.

Ninth annual reception ticket, 1976. 219 x 78mm tan card stock, beige

imprint. Obverse: bank-note format with 9's in corners, quill pen in

bottle TUCHE at center, Admit/ one 1., seven-line event inscription r.,

inch NEW YORK, N.Y ./ Georgian Ball Rooms B&A/ AMERICANA
HOTEL/ August 27th 1976. Reverse: H. Gaines Revolutionary currency

"pump" vignette, date 1776, TWO SHILLINGS.
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Tenth Bash ticket, 1977. 163 x 72mm pink and black card stock uniface.

Along the long side, script NUMISMATIC LITERARY GUILD - 10th

Bash/ Atlanta, Ga. - August 26, 1977 - 9:30 pm/ GRAND BALLROOM/.
Vertical text between line drawings of Barber dime, Buffalo nickel,

Roosevelt dime, Washington quarter, tiny type 20-line Lee Martin

quotation on value and attractions of coins as expression of art, history,

financial and religious belief.

Bash '79 ticket, 1979. 114 x 63mm cream cardboard stock uniface. Wavy
lines enclose NUMISMATIC LITERARY GUILD/ BASH '79/

TUESDAY, JULY 31, 1979/ 9:00 P.M./ at/ ILLINOIS and MISSOURI
BALLROOM/ STOUFFER'S RIVERFRONT HOTELS/ wavy line/

Union “bug." Serial numbers at right margin.

Boston Bash ticket, 1982. 228 x 94mm cream cardboard uniface. ANA
convention medal wood cut, mixed typefaces, the NUMISMATIC/
LITERARY GUILD/ BOSTON/ BASH/ Friday/ August 20, 1982/ 9:30

P.M. - 'til. At bottom, COMMONWEALTH/CONFERENCE LEVEL.

© 1993, Numismatic Literary Guild
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